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1918 and 1919 Apparatus Cases
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The Tellabs 1918 and 1919 Appar
atus Cases provide enclosed
mounting for up to 6 and 12
Tellabs Type 10 modules, respec
tively. The 1918, which is function
ally equivalent to the industry
standard Type 14A apparatus case,
contains one integral six-position
Type 10 mounting shelf. The 1919,
which is functionally equivalent to
the industry-standard Type 15A
apparatus case, contains two inte
gral six-position Type 10 shelves.
In addition, the 1918 contains two
12-pair Type 66 quick-connect
terminal blocks and the 1919 con
tains one 50-pair Type 66 quick
connect terminal block

The 1918 and 1919 Apparatus
Cases are designed to accomodate
Type 10 rather than KTU-mount
power supplies and ring generators.
Modules, power supplies, etc., can
be plugged directly into the cases.
Tellabs offers a full line of Type 10
shelf-mount power supplies and
ring generators ideal for use in the
1918 and 1919 cases.

The Type 10 power supplies nor
mally used in the 1918 and 1919
Apparatus Cases include the Tellabs
8020, 8035, and 8050. The Type
10 ring generators used in the
1918 and 1919 Apparatus Cases
are the Tellabs 8103 and 8104.
Because many Tellabs Type 10
modules share common pin assign
ments, a variety of circuit types can
often be used interchangeably in a
prewired 1918 or 1919 Appara-
tus Case.
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The 1918 and 1919 Apparatus
Cases offer improved ventilation
over the industry-standard Type
14A and 15A cases. This can con
tribute to longer component life for
equipment mounted inside the
1918 and 1919. A convenient left
or right-side hinge option for each
case's swing-open back panel
means easy accessibility regard
less of where the case is located.

Each case is equipped with four
rubber feet for desktop mounting.
For wall mounting, the case's rub
ber feet are removed and the case
is secured flush to the wall by
screws installed through four key
hole slots in the case's baseplate.

Both cases have a high-impact
smoke-grey plastic front cover that
allows viewing of indicator LED's
on modules without removing the
cover. The 1918 and 1919 are
highly durable, yet handsome
enough for use in a private office
or computer room. Their combina
tion of flexibility, toughness, and
clean, modern styling makes them
attractive packages for a wide
variety of customer-premises
applications.

Specifications
Capacity
1918: six modules via one

integral six-position Tellabs
Type 10 shelf

1919: twelve modules via two
integral six-position Tellabs
Type 10 shelves

Wiring Connections
1918: made via two integral 12

pair Type 66 quick-connect
blocks

1919: made via one integral 50
pair Type 66 quick-connect
block

Dimensions
1918: 8.50 inches high

9.50 inches deep
12.75 inches wide

1919: 17.00 inches high
9.50 inches deep
12.75 inches wide

Weight
1918: 14 pounds
1919: 25 pounds

Mounting
desktop or wall
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